




Thousands more traditional red 
telephone boxes are to be revived by local 
communities and could be transformed 
into museums, libraries and homes for 
defibrillators. 

Have you ever been in a 
telephone box?

Learn more about this week’s story here.
Watch this week’s useful video here.
This week’s Virtual Assembly here.

What is happening in the 
news this week?

http://bit.ly/3qP9gY8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tTcshWrIKOw
http://www.picture-news.co.uk/discuss


sad angry happy confused excited worried shocked afraid
despondent

disconsolate

dismal

doleful

downhearted

forlorn 

gloomy

melancholic

miserable

woeful

wretched

aggrieved

annoyed

discontented

disgruntled

distressed

exasperated

frustrated

indignant

offended

outraged

resentful

vexed

beaming

buoyant

cheery

contented

delighted

enraptured

gleeful

glowing

joyful

addled

baffled

bemused

bewildered

disorientated

indistinct

muddled

mystified

perplexed

puzzled

animated

elevated

enlivened

enthusiastic

exhilarated

exuberant

thrilled

agitated

anxious

apprehensive

concerned

disquieted

distraught

distressed

disturbed

fretful

perturbed

troubled

uneasy 

astonished

astounded

disconcerted

distressed

dumbfounded

horrified

staggered

startled

stunned

surprised

alarmed

apprehensive

daunted

fearful

frantic

horrified

petrified

terrified

How does it 
make me feel?



Assembly Resource 
Read through the information below about phone boxes and some of the ways they have 

been revived and given a new use. Which ideas do you like the most?

What are the red phone boxes?

They are telephone kiosks for public telephones designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott. The 

red boxes are a familiar sight on the streets of the United Kingdom, Malta, Bermuda and 

Gibraltar. The red phone box is often seen as a British cultural icon throughout the 

world. Due to the huge increase of people having their own mobile phones, many of the 

red phone boxes are no longer being used for telephone calls. 

For the 80th anniversary of the K6 red telephone box in October 2016 British Telecom 

(BT) reported that just 8,000 of the 46,000 remaining are ‘traditional red phone boxes’.



Assembly Resource 
Read through the information below about phone boxes and some of the ways they have 

been revived and given a new use. Which ideas do you like the most?

What are the red phone boxes 

being used for now?

An art installation in 

Edinburgh’s Porty Light 

Box.

Porty Light Box

Warwickshire News

A micro library, 

where locals can 

exchange and share 

books in a 

Warwickshire 

village.



Assembly Resource 
Read through the information below about phone boxes and some of the ways they have 

been revived and given a new use. Which ideas do you like the most?

What are the red phone boxes 

being used for now?

Leeds First Response

A local community in 

Leeds raised money to 

install a life-saving 

defibrillator.

A phone box has been 

transformed into a tiny 

museum in Scarborough.

As a shelter for 

sheep in Stirling!

Scarborough Pics Heather Hutchison



Resource 1 
Look at the resource below, which shares the journey of phones.



Resource 1 
Look at the resource below, which shares the journey of phones.

Have you seen any of these 

phones before?

Which phone do you like 

best? Why?



Resource 2
Look at the resource below, which shares information about the red telephone boxes.

Have you seen a red 

telephone box before? 

Where?



Resource 2
Look at the resource below, which shares information about the red telephone boxes.

K2

Weighed over a 

tonne

Only about 1,700 

produced

K6

Weighed ¾ tonne

By the end of the 

1930s about 20,000 

K6 telephone boxes 

were in use

Source: Julian Walker



Resource 2
Look at the resource below, which shares information about the red telephone boxes.

In 1921, Britain’s first 

telephone kiosk, K1, 

was introduced. Its 

design was thought to 

be conservative and 

old-fashioned.



Resource 2
Look at the resource below, which shares information about the red telephone boxes.

The red telephone box 

was designed by Sir 

Gillbert Scott in 1924, 

after his design was 

selected in a Post Office 

sponsored competition. 

His red K2 (kiosk 2) 

telephone box was 

introduced to the streets 

of London in 1926.

The K2 was too big and 

too expensive. K3, K4 

and K5 telephone box 

designs were created 

but with limited success. 

In 1935 the K6 was born 

after the Post Office 

asked Scott to create the 

design to celebrate the 

jubilee of King George V.



Resource 2
Look at the resource below, which shares information about the red telephone boxes.

In the 1970s and 80s, 

public telephone boxes 

began to age. In 1985, 

the new privatised BT 

began to experiment 

with new telephone box 

designs that would 

prevent vandalism. This 

resulted in many K6 

telephone boxes being 

removed and sold off.
Source: Ambernectar 13



Reflection
To many, the red telephone box is an 

important part of our history and culture. 
They may not be needed for their original 
purpose but we can give them a new lease 
of life, meaning they can remain useful in 

the communities in which they live! 







Original – something that existed from the beginning; first or earliest.
They may not be needed for their original purpose.
Revive – to improve the condition of something and restore interest; bring back to 
life.
Look at some of the ways they have been revived.
Rural – far away from large towns or cities.
In some rural areas where there is poor mobile phone signal, they may still be
important.
Traditional – something that has existed for a long time.
Thousands more traditional red telephone boxes are to be revived.
Transform – change or convert something.
They could be transformed into museums, libraries and homes for defibrillators.
Unnecessary – not needed.
BT has revealed that almost 4,000 more of its phone boxes across the UK are being 
made available because they have become unnecessary.

This week’s useful vocabulary. Can 
you use any of them in your 

writing this week?


